Boolean analysis of cell regulation networks.
A comparison is made between the predictions of the Boolean and continuous analysis of a regulation model when the formation of two mediators interacting by cross-inhibition is stimulated by one or two specific signals. For such a system, the Boolean analysis reproduces the characteristics of behaviour previously predicted by continuous analysis (multiple stable states of opposite type, discontinuous transition, and associated hysteresis phenomenon). The qualitative agreement between the two methods allows a qualitative but rigorous treatment of regulation systems in which the Boolean analysis is applicable. From a general schematic representation of interaction in bidirectional control systems, we analyse by the Boolean method a large range of possible systems of increasing complexities which could theoretically apply. Previously unforeseen consequences of some systems are described. After that, we give a logical analysis of a well-known system (negative loop grafted with additional external controls) and discuss the application of such a system to explain certain oscillatory phenomena in the cell, showing the disrupting role of an additional control on the expected behaviour. Thus, when the analysis of a model including a negative loop does not indicate the possibility of experimentally suggested oscillations, we propose other simple logical structures which can predict this behaviour. Finally, we show a logical analysis of an opposite type of example of cell regulation where the biochemical observations can be accounted for simply by a negative loop grafted with one input variable.